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Abstra t
RST-Tool is a graphi al interfa e for marking up the rhetori al stru ture of a text. This
tool aides in both the segmentation of text, and the graphi al linking of these segments into
an RST-tree. The user an intermix both mononu lear or multinu ler stru tures. M Keonstyle s hemas an also be in luded. The analysed text an be saved either as posts ript for
in lusion in do uments, or exported for statisti al analysis.

Introdu tion

1

Rhetori al Stru ture Theory (RST: Mann & Thompson 1987, Mann et al. 1993) is a theory of
dis ourse stru ture used widely through the text generation ommunity, and the wider dis ourse
ommunity. RST analyses a text in terms of a dependen y tree, with ea h node of the tree
being a segment of text. Ea h bran h of the tree represents the relationship between a node
(a nu leus) and an item of text whose o urren e is dependent on that text (the satellite).
Figure 1 show the RST analysis of a short text (from Mann & Thompson 1987).1
Performing an RST analysis of a text by hand is a messy business. One starts to draw
lines between bits of text, hanges ones mind, rosses out the lines, draws new lines, and before
long, one has an unreadable mess. Putting the whole pro ess on the omputer an simplify
the pro ess, making the analysis qui ker, and allowing analyses to be altered without too mu h
mess.
In my present proje t, Ilex,2 , we need to RST-analyse a substantial body of text, for use
in a generation system whi h intermixes generated and (annotated) anned text. The analysis
also needs to be entered into the omputer in a ma hine-readable form. Rather than using
text-based entry methods, we have developed a graphi al interfa e to fa ilitate the analysis and
markup of RST stru ture. This paper des ribes this tool, whi h we all RST-Tool.
Using this tool, one simply drags the mouse between segments of text to establish a relation
between segments, and is then o ered a list of labels to apply to that relation. Complex text
stru tures an thus be analysed qui kly. The interfa e is easy and intuitive to use.
Another appli ation of the tool revolves around its use in variable-length do ument presentation { on-line do uments whose length an be adjusted to the user's demands. Text marked-up
using the RST-Tool an then be presented on the web, by a program whi h knows how to
summarise this text on the basis of its RST-stru ture. See my paper in this volume for details.
The tool is used in two stages. Firstly, the user marks the segment boundaries throughout
the text (see se tion 2). Se ondly, the user graphi ally links these segments together into an
RST-tree (see se tion 3). Ea h of these tasks has a separate interfa e within the tool.
1

The RST gures throughout this paper are s reen-dumps from the RST-Tool. The RST-Tool an export
gures as posts ript, but the pro ess is urrently being debugged for in lusion in Latex do uments.
2
An EPSRC-funded proje t, Chris Mellish and Jon Oberlander prin ipal investigators. See Knott et al. (1996)
for details.

Figure 1: RST Analysis of a Short Text

Figure 2: Text Segmentation Tool
The RST-Tool is written in T l-Tk, and is freely available for Unix, Ma and PC platforms.
See http://www.dai.ed.a .uk/sta /personal pages/mi ko/RSTTool/ for details.
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Text Segmentation

The text segmentation interfa e is shown in gure 2. Using this interfa e, the user inserts '<br>'
throughout the text at ea h point where a segment boundary should o ur. In \Segment" mode,
simply li king on a desired segment boundary inserts this marker. However, if the user desires
to edit the text (modifying the text, orre ting spelling errors, et .), li king on the \Edit"
button shifts to edit-mode, allowing the text to be modi ed.
To redu e the number of li ks, the RST-Tool an automati ally dete t senten e boundaries.
Cli king on the \Senten es" button automati ally inserts a break mark between ea h senten e.
Unfortunately, dete ting lause boundaries within a senten e is more omplex, and is not yet
supported.
This system doesn't yet allow embedded elements { rhetori ally dependent text-segments
whi h o ur within the dominating text segment. For instan e, we might wish to treat the
embedded lause in the following as dependent on the main lause: John, { I think you know
him { is here for two weeks. At present, the interfa e does not handle su h ases. A simple
solution is for the user to move the embedded text outside of the en losing text.

Figure 3: Text Stru turing Tool
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Text Stru turing

The se ond step of RST Analysis involves stru turing the text. The text stru turing interfa e of
the RST-Tool allows the user to onne t the segments into a rhetori al stru ture tree, as shown
in gure 3. For presentation, the RST-Tool follows the graphi al style presented in Mann &
Thompson (1987).
Initially, all segments are un onne ted, ordered at the top of the window. The user an
then drag the mouse from one segment (the nu leus) to another (the satellite). Upon releasing
the mouse button, the system o ers a menu of relations to hoose from (the user an use the
relation-sets provided with the system, or provide their own).
The user an swit h freely between text segmentation and text stru turing mode { to edit
text, or to hange segment boundaries. The system keeps tra k of the stru ture assigned so far.
If the user, in editing the text, deletes a segment, the system forgets stru turing information
on erning that segment.

3.1 Types of Stru ture
Apart from simple nu lear-satellite relations, the tool allows a number of other options:
su h as joint and sequen e (see gure 4).



Multi-nu lear Relations:



Text S oping: sometimes we might want to treat a nu leus-satellite omplex as itself the
nu leus (or satellite) of a relation. The RST-Tool allows you to insert a span node over
a nu leus and its sub-stru ture. This span-node an then ll either nu leus or satellite
roles. For instan e, the spans labelled \1-3" and \2-3" in gure 1 were reated in this
way.



S hemas:



Clause-Internal Stru ture: in my work on rst-based text summarisation, I have found
that better quality summarisation an be a hieved if we push RST-analysis into the lause,

Pure RST would seem to analyse a text into a single top-nu leus, with all the
rest of the text being a satellite of that unit, or a satellite of a satellite, et . Multi-nu lear
relations alleviate this weak premise somewhat, but are not the whole solution. Being
unhappy with this situation, we added the apability to use M Keon-style s hemas in the
RST-Tool, what are sometimes alled \story grammars". These allow a sequen e of named
elements of stru ture, e.g., introdu tion, body, on lusions, bibliography, et .(see
gure 5). We nd that the ma ro-stru ture of a text is best modelled with s hemas, while
the lower levels are aptured through RST relations.

Figure 4: S oping and Multi-nu lear Relations

Figure 5: Constituent Stru ture
and allow the lausal adjun ts to be treated as satellites of the nu lear lause itself. For
instan e, (N: Edward surrendered,)(S: in 1245). Some of these adjun ts an be onne ted
to the lause with standard RST relations, but many an not. A set of new relations,
borrowed from the Systemi labelling of adjun ts ( f. Halliday 1985), has been added for
this reason.

3.2 De ning Relations
When forming a relation between two text-nodes, a menu pops up prompting the user to spe ify
the relation-type. These relations are not built into the system, but an be edited by the user.
The user modi es a text le to add, delete or modify the relation set. A sample set derived
from Mann & Thompson (1987) is in luded with the distribution.

3.3 Other Points
Be ause rst-stru tures an be ome very elaborate, the RST Tool allows the user to ollapse
sub-trees { hiding the substru ture under a node, This makes it easier, for instan e, to onne t
two nodes whi h normally would not appear on the same page of the editor.
The user an save the present state of the s reen as posts ript, for in lusion in Latex
do uments. Alternatively, a snapshot utility an be used to save sele ted parts of the stru ture
in other formats. The stru tured text an be saved to a le, for later re-editing, or for use in
variable-length do ument presentation.
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Con lusions

This paper has presented the RST-Tool, a graphi al interfa e for marking up the rhetori al
stru ture of text. The tool is useful for several reasons:
1.

Redu ing Analysis Time:

the tool redu es the amount of time taken to analyse text,
ompared with hand-analysis, or text-based entry. The tool allows easy reation of stru tures, and modi ation if needed.

2.

Figure Preparation: The tool provides an easy way to prepare gures depi ting RST
stru ture for in lusion in do uments.

The RST-Tool has also proved useful in its role as do ument preparation software for
variable-length do ument presentation. While some summarisation systems attempt to use
automati ally re ognition of RST stru ture, software has not yet been developed whi h provides reliable automati re ognition of RST stru ture over unrestri ted text. However, good
progress in this dire tion is being made by Ono et al. 1994; Mar u (1996); Ho man (1996), et .
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